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Abstract: Coronavirus (COVID-19) is a contagious disease that causes excep-
tional effect on healthcare organizations worldwide with dangerous impact on
medical services within the hospitals. Because of the fast spread of COVID-19,
the healthcare facilities could be a big source of disease infection. So, health-
care video consultations should be used to decrease face-to-face communi-
cation between clinician and patients. Healthcare video consultations may
be beneficial for some COVID-19 conditions and reduce the need for face-
to-face contact with a potentially positive patient without symptoms. These
conditions are like top clinicians who provide remote consultations to develop
treatment methodology and follow-up remotely, patients who consult about
COVID-19, and those who have mild symptoms suggestive of the COVID-19
virus. Video consultations are a supplement to, and not a substitute for, tele-
phone consultations. It may also form part of a broader COVID-19 distance
care strategy that contains computerized screening, separation of possibly
infectious patients within medical services, and computerized video-intensive
observing of their intensive care that helps reduce mixing. Nowadays, the
spread of the COVID-19 virus helps to expand the use of video healthcare
consultations because it helps to exchange experiences and remote medical
consultations, save costs and health procedures used to cope with the pan-
demic of the COVID-19 virus, and monitor the progress of treatment plans,
moment by moment from a distance with precision, clarity and ease. From
this perspective, this paper introduces a high-efficiency video coding (HEVC)
ChaCha20-based selective encryption (SE) scheme for secure healthcare video
Consultations. The proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme uses the
ChaCha20 for encrypting the sign bits of the Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) and Motion Vector Difference (MVD) in the HEVC entropy phase.
The main achievement of HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme is encrypting
the most sensitive video bits with keeping low delay time, fixed bit rate of
the HEVC, and format compliance. Experimental tests guarantee that the
proposedHEVCChaCha20-basedSE scheme can ensure the confidentiality of
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the healthcare video consultations which has become easy to transmit through
the internet.

Keywords: Telehealth; HEVC; cahcha20; video conferencing

1 Introduction

Healthcare video consultations are the exchange of healthcare data from a site to another
site via video conferencing to enhance the health of patients. The appearance of COVID-19
virus created extraordinary challenges for delivery of healthcare services, and there is a need
to increase the use of video consultations to assist persons who want routine care, and keep
beneficiaries with slight symptoms in their homes while keeping access to the healthcare they need.
Reducing community increase of COVID-19, in addition to reducing the contact to other patients
and doctors will slow COVID-19 spread. The fast spread of the virus has reintroduced and re-
established the Telemedicine technology [1] and video consultations [2] technologies for remaining
the healthcare without growing the danger of possible contact between patients and doctors.

The earlier patient sorting, before arriving in the emergency department, becomes an essential
strategy for health care regulator. Healthcare video consultations are beneficial to self-quarantine
and helps doctors and patients communication using mobiles or websites [3]. Healthcare video
consultations are the exchange of healthcare data from a site to another site via videoconferencing
to enhance the health of patients. In addition, with the appearance of COVID-19, there is a
need to increase the use of video consultations to assist persons who want routine care, and keep
beneficiaries with slight symptoms in their homes while keeping access to the healthcare they need.
Reducing community increase of COVID-19, in addition to reducing the contact to other patients
and doctors will slow COVID-19 spread [4]. The next components are involved in the healthcare
video consultation [5]:

• The healthcare video consultation is via a videoconferencing platform.
• Healthcare video data is transferred electronically between patient and healthcare profes-

sional in real time manner.
• The doctors make clinical skills to provide healthcare and feedback to both the specialist

and the patient.
• Video coding removes the redundancy and unimportant video data to reduce the video size.

The video coding consists of the following processes:
• The video encoder: transfers the video in its original format to the compressed format.
• The video decoder: it is a reverse process of the video decoder that transfers video in its

compressed to the original format.

The video can display a set of 30 pictures that called frames per second. The video coding
can remove many redundant data that can be found in the consecutive frames. The Interna-
tional Standardization Organization and the International Telecommunications Union co-operate
together and formed team for developing the most recent video coding standards like H.264 and
HEVC [5].

The ITU-T and ISO/IEC have developed the H.264 in 2003 to improve the video transmission
through the internet because it gives better video compression efficiency than the other old video
coding standard. There are many applications that can use the H264 standard like HD TV
broadcasting through the internet and real time Video conferencing applications [6].
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Recently, ITU-T and ISO/IEC have developed the HEVC to enhance the efficiency of the
video coding process. It decreased the compressed video bit rate about 50% less than the video
bit rate that is compressed by the H.264 [6]. Due to the rapid increase of the real time video
applications through the internet, the video security has become very interesting topic for research.
Video security depends on encryption that achieves the video data confidentiality and protects the
video data from unauthorized attacks [7].

At last years, the rapid development of the digital video coding technique results in
large video applications, like High Definition (HD)/Full HD/Ultra HD video contents, video-
conferencing and Healthcare video consultations through the internet. Because of the large size
of the raw digital video, it should be stored or transmitted in a compressed format. The video
compression is the technique of decreasing the bit rate of the digital video signal by eliminating
the redundancy and removing the unimportant elements [7]. Many video compression standards
were implemented to convert the large bits of the raw digital video to a compact format with a
small number of bits [7].

Nowadays many organizations in the medical, commercial, and military fields use the internet
to distribute their multimedia applications like Healthcare video consultations. So the multimedia
security plays an important role in protecting the multimedia contents against the unauthorized
attacks [7]. Naive Encryption Algorithm (NEA) is simple technique for video encryption process.
It employs standard encryption for video data [8]. The disadvantages of the NEA technique
are:

• Encryption process cost that is utilized for HD videos.
• Inappropriate for making another process like watermarking on the encrypted video bits
after the encryption process.

Because of NEA disadvantages, researchers thought in another effective technique that is
called video selective encryption. The selective encryption technique encrypts the high sensitivity
bits in the video that ensures the following criteria [8–10]:

• Tunability: The video encryption technique should be dynamic and flexible.
• Visual degradation: The video encryption technique should destroy the visualization of the
video.

• Security: The video encryption technique should ensure the confidentiality of the video.
• Encryption ratio: The video encryption technique should improve video encryption ratio.
• Compression friendliness: The video encryption technique enhances video compressing
efficiency.

• Format compliance: The video encryption technique must use standard coding technique
for decoding the encrypted video.

Many of the video selective encryption techniques use the encryption standard algorithms
like AES and DES for encrypting the most sensitive video bits. The contribution of the HEVC
selective encryption technique is to encrypt the sensitive bits of the video with low delay time,
keeping the bit rate of the HEVC and format compliance [9].

The main aim of this paper is to present an efficient Healthcare video consultations using
selective encryption technique. The paper project proposes an efficient selective encryption tech-
nique for the most recent video coding standard HEVC that can be used in the real-time
healthcare video consultations [10]. The proposed technique will ensure the confidentiality of the
healthcare video consultations which has become easy to transmit through the internet. With the
spread of COVID-19, there is an essential need for the use of video consultations to assist patients
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in their houses while keeping access to the healthcare they need. Decreasing public meetings of
COVID-19 will slow COVID-19 spread [4].

This rest of paper is sectioned as follows. Section 2 explains and presents the previous
related HEVC SE encryption schemes. Section 3 presents the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based
SE scheme for health video consultations. Section 4 compares the performance of the proposed
HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme and HEVC SE method in [11] and illustrates the analysis of
the security for the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme. Section 5 presents the main
conclusions of the paper.

2 HEVC SE Schemes

This paper aims to develop a selective encryption algorithm for the most recent video coding
standards (HEVC) [12]. This part briefly overviews and provides the necessary background and
preliminaries of the proposal. The security of healthcare video consultation is very interesting
challenge to protect the video consultation content from attacks while storing or during trans-
mission through the internet [13,14]. The below discussion will give review for the most popular
video encryption techniques [15].

Naive algorithm is a method for encrypting the entire video bit stream using standard
encryption algorithms. This algorithm is not suitable to be used for video with large size be
because it is very slow and its computational overhead will be unacceptable especially for real-
time video applications [16]. In [17], a secure MPEG (SECMPEG) has been proposed by Meyer
and Gadegast as a selective video encryption technique for MPEG-1. The SECMPEG algorithm
performs encryption for the headers of sequence and slice layers, extra I-frames blocks DCT
coefficients, entire I/P/B-frames blocks, and the whole MPEG-1. In [18], the authors presented
a secure real-time MPEG compressed video that uses the DES encryption to encrypt only the
MPEG video I-frame, the sequence header and the IOS end code. In [11], the authors proposed
a HEVC encryption technique that uses the AES-128 encryption algorithm for producing pseudo-
random bits and performed XOR with some selective sensitive HEVC bits. In [19], the authors
proposed a fast MPEG video encryption algorithm (VEA). The MPEG VEA divided the video
stream into portions. Each portion is divided into odd list, and even list. The even list is encrypted
and XOR with the odd list streams. In [20], the authors presented a selective encryption algo-
rithm for H.264 transcoder to encrypt the transform coefficient and motion vector sign bits. The
encryption algorithm can be adaptive depends on the application characteristics. For applications
like TV on mobile phone and real time applications that do not need high quality, sign bits
encryption would be more appropriate. In [21], the authors proposed an H.264 selective video
encryption scheme that uses the AES-128 in OFB mode for encrypting the DCs and some of the
ACs coefficients. In [22], the authors presented an H.264/AVC chaotic based selective encryption
algorithm to encrypt parameters in context based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) mode
by using multiple Rényi chaotic maps. It preserves the video format compliance with providing
sufficient protection. In [23], the authors introduced an H.264/SVC scalable and format compliant
encryption scheme. This scheme is used to protect the scalable video coding and to keep its format
compliant. It encrypts the video coding layer in the base layer of the SVC. In [24], the authors
proposed an HEVC transparent selective encryption by the encryption of DCT sign bits of AC
coefficients for HEVC video coding standard. In [25], the authors introduced an HEVC selective
encryption scheme that modifies the scheme in [24] by the encryption of DCT sign bits of AC
coefficients and transform skip bits for HEVC. In [26], the authors introduced an HEVC Visual
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Protection scheme that utilizes the AES-128 in CFB mode to encrypt the DCT truncated rice
binstrings in the entropy stage of the HEVC video coding standard.

3 HEVC SE Schemes

The ChaCha20 is a 256-bit stream cipher algorithm that is developed by Daniel J. Bernstein
for guaranteeing high-security performance [27]. ChaCha20 uses the block method through similar
key and consecutively growing block counter parameters. After that ChaCha20 generates the
keystream by writing the numbers in little-endian order. Then the keystream is XORed with a
plain text to generate the cipher text [28,29]. The ChaCha20 algorithm shown in Fig. 1 depends
on the Quarter-Round operation depicted in Fig. 2 that represents the core round algorithm and
defined by Eqs. (1)–(4) as [30]:

W=W+X; Z=Z⊕W; Z= (Z) ≪ 16 (1)

Y=Y+Z; Y=X⊕Y; X= (X) ≪ 12 (2)

W=W+X; Z=Z⊕W; Z= (Z) ≪ 8 (3)

Y=Y+Z; X=X⊕Y; X= (X) ≪ 7 (4)

Fig. 3 presents the block diagram for the proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE technique
that is used in the healthcare video consultation. The proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE uses
the low complexity ChaCha20 encryption algorithm to encrypt the bits in the bypass mode in
the entropy process of the HEVC coding standard to ensure the video format compliance [24,25].
These bits include the sign bits of the DCT coefficients and MVD, the DCT remaining absolute
value suffixes, MVD absolute value suffixes, and dQP sign bits [26].

Figure 1: ChaCha20 algorithm
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Figure 2: The block diagram for quarter-round operation

Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed technique
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The proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme shown in Fig. 3 can be described as
follows:

• The ChaCha20 encryption algorithm with key K is used to generate a pseudo-random Bits
S which can be represented using Eq. (5) as:

S=ChaCha20(K) (5)

• The S is XORed with each binarized syntax element for generating the encrypted syntax
elements.

4 Performance Study

Due to the rapid increase of video applications through the internet, the video security
has been a challenged topic to preserve the confidentiality and integrity of multimedia contents
against the hackers. The paper presents a HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for healthcare
video consultation that is based on the latest video coding standard HEVC. The proposed HEVC
ChaCha20-based SE scheme should have the features of keeping video format compliance and
fixed video bit rate. The proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for healthcare video con-
sultation will be developed using selective encryption algorithm on the HM16.0 reference software
that is used as research tool for implementing the HEVC. The research methodology can be
defined as follows:

(a) Use the HM16.0 to produce the original HEVC bitstream without encryption for the video
dataset that defined in Tab. 1.

(b) Use the HM16.0 to produce the encrypted HEVC bitstream by applying standard encryp-
tion algorithms like AES encryption algorithm encryption for the video dataset that defined
in Tab. 1.

(c) Use the HM16.0 to produce the encrypted HEVC bitstream by applying ChaCha20
encryption algorithm encryption for the video dataset that defined in Tab. 1.

(d) Compare the complexity between the proposed and the previous related work techniques.
(e) Use the MSU Tool to evaluate the PSNR and SSIM between the videos generated from

the proposed and the previous related work techniques [31–33].
(f) Introduce the security analysis for the proposed techniques to guarantee the strength of

the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for healthcare video consultation against
the unauthorized attacks for the video dataset that defined in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Videos Dataset [34]

Name Resolution Frequency (frame per second)

PeopleOnStreet 2560 × 1600 60
BasketballDrive 1920 × 1080 60
PartyScene 832 × 480 60
Mobile 253 × 288 60

4.1 PSNR and SSIM Analysis
Tabs. 2 and 3 give the mean PSNR and SSIM of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE

method in [11] for the PeopleOnStreet at different QP values. Tab. 2 illustrates that the proposed
ChaCha20-based HEVC SE scheme generates encrypted videos with lower PSNR values than
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their corresponding encrypted videos that generated by HEVC SE scheme in [11] at different QP
values. These results confirm and ensure the efficiency of the proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC
SE scheme over HEVC SE scheme in [11] at different QP values. Tab. 3 provides that the proposed
ChaCha20-based HEVC SE scheme generates encrypted video with lower SSIM values than their
corresponding encrypted videos that generated by HEVC SE scheme in [11] at different QP values.
These results again confirm and guarantee the efficiency of the proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC
SE scheme over HEVC SE scheme in [11] at different QP values. Fig. 4 shows the results of
encrypting the PeopleOnStreet at different QP values.

Table 2: Mean PSNR at various values of QP

QP values Original The proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE Glenn HEVC SE in [11]

40 29.56 9.34 12.89
24 41.08 9.05 13.1
8 53.6 9.147 12.79

Table 3: Mean SSIM at various values of QP

QP values Original The proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE Glenn HEVC SE in [11]

40 0.984477 0.105398 0.345
24 0.998825 0.198378 0.314
8 0.999934 0.244854 0.269

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Encryption results of PeopleOnStreet video at vatious QP values (a) Original PeopleOn-
Street video frame (b) Encrypted video at QP = 40 (c) Encrypted video at QP = 24 (d) Encrypted
video at QP = 8

4.2 Histograms Test
Fig. 5 presents the histogram results for frame #50 of the compressed PeopleOnStreet plain-

video and ciphervideo using the suggested HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme at various values
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of QP. The achieved results indicate that the histograms for frame #50 of the of the compressed
PeopleOnStreet ciphervideo are completely distinguishable from the histogram for frame #50 of
the of the compressed PeopleOnStreet plainvideo at various QP values.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Histogram results of PeopleOnStreet video frame #50 at various QP values (a) Original
PeopleOnStreet frame #50 histogram (b) Encrypted frame histogram at QP = 40 (c) Encrypted
frame histogram at QP = 24 (d) Encrypted frame histogram at QP = 8

4.3 Correlation Coefficient Analysis
Tab. 4 and Fig. 6 show the histogram correlation coefficients results of the proposed HEVC

ChaCha20-based SE scheme for tested videos in Tab. 1. From the achieved results shown in Fig. 5
and Tab. 4, it is obvious that the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme has small values
of correlation coefficients in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal directions that ensures acceptable
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video visual distortion which in turn can guarantee the confidentiality of the proposed HEVC
ChaCha20-based SE scheme for real time health video consultations.

Table 4: Correlation coefficients outcomes of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme
for the tested videos given in Tab. 1

Direction Mobile PartyScene BasketballDrive PeopleOnStreet

Horizontal 0.29989 0.20983 0.55381 −0.01745
Vertical 0.26864 0.27012 0.51921 −0.094264
Diagonal 0.30769 0.23155 0.53213 −0.1176

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 6: Correlation coefficients outcomes of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme
for the tested videos given in Tab. 1. (a) Mobile (b) PartyScene (c) BasketballDrive (d) PeopleOn-
Street sequence
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4.4 Encryption Quality (EQ) Analysis
Tab. 5 gives the encryption quality (EQ) results of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE

scheme for tested videos shown in Tab. 1 at various QP values.

The achieved EQ results given in Tab. 5 prove that the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based
SE scheme has high encryption quality (EQ) values for all tested videos in Tab. 1 at various QP
values that can provide acceptable video visual distortion which again in turn can guarantee the
confidentiality of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for real time health video
consultations.

Table 5: EQ results of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for tested videos given
in Tab. 1 at various QP values

QP HEVC stream

Mobile PartyScene BasketballDrive PeopleOnStreet

40 659.47 4090.4 19964 29659
24 816.48 4505.5 11524 38186
8 644.67 1760.8 17324 33890

4.5 Edges Detection Protection
Tab. 6 and Fig. 7 show the EDR results of the proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE scheme

for plain/cipher video frame #50 of all tested videos in Tab. 1. The achieved EDR results in Tab. 6
and Fig. 7 prove that Lack of similarity for plain/cipher video frame #50 of all tested videos in
Tab. 1, and this can guarantee the efficiency of the proposed ChaCha20-based HEVC SE scheme
for real time health video consultations.

Table 6: EDR results of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for frame #50 of all
tested videos given in Tab. 1

HEVC stream Mobile PartyScene BasketballDrive PeopleOnStreet

EDR 0.8939 0.8695 0.8906 0.8573

4.6 Information Entropy Test
The information entropy results of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for video

frame #50 of all tested videos are presented in Tab. 7. The achieved results demonstrate that the
proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme has information entropy values closed to 8 for video
frame #50 of all tested videos in Tab. 1 which ensure providing acceptable video visual distortion
and in turn can guarantee the immunity of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme with
respect to entropy attack.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)

(h)

Figure 7: Laplacian of Gaussian EDR of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme
for frame #50 of all tested videos given in Tab. 1. (a) Original mobile (b) Encrypted mobile
(c) Original PartyScene (d) Encrypted PartyScene (e) Original BasketballDrive (f) Encrypted
BasketballDrive (g) Original PeopleOnStreet (h) Encrypted PeopleOnStreet

Table 7: Information entropy of the proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for frame #50
of all tested videos given in Tab. 1

HEVC stream Mobile PartyScene BasketballDrive PeopleOnStreet

Entropy 7.5398 7.191 6.613 7.5998
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5 Conclusions

This paper focuses on protecting the confidentiality of the most recent digital video coding
which is the HEVC that is used in the most new healthcare video consultation applications. The
main contribution of this paper is to develop an efficient HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme
with the features of keeping the video format compliance, same bit rate, and security with low
computational complexity constraints to be used in video consultation real-time applications. The
proposed HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme preserves the format compliance by encrypting
some HEVC syntax elements that any modifications on them will have no impact on keeping
features like low delay time, fixed bit rate of the HEVC, and format compliance. The HEVC
ChaCha20-based SE scheme uses the ChaCha20 for encrypting the MVD sign bits and the DCT
coefficients in HEVC entropy phase. The main contribution of HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme
is using ChaCha20 to encrypt the most sensitive bits of the video that maintains and keeps
low delay time, fixed bit rate of the HEVC, and format compliance. Also, the proposed HEVC
ChaCha20-based SE scheme for health video consultations is compared with Glenn et al. HEVC
SE scheme. The comparison illustrates that the HEVC ChaCha20-based SE scheme for health
video consultations decreases the encoding time for low resolution and high resolution videos by
2 and 23 s respectively. Also, the security analysis shows that the HEVC ChaCha20-based SE
scheme for health video consultations has an acceptable HEVC visual distortion that keep the
confidentiality of the real time video consultations against almost attacks.
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